
EXPLODING EARTHQUAKES, PIPELINES AND ARMAGEDDON: THE DEEP
STATE CABAL’S GROWING DESPERATE

Description

No sooner after the balloon fiasco last weekend that in retrospect appears to be more a US psyops
than a Chinese spy operation, it was used to misdirect public attention away from Biden’s gross
failures with his open border, his plunging national economy, and US fatigue setting in over giving
away the kitchen sink in a losing cause in Ukraine, so for the last three straight days, US fighter jets
have been firing missiles each day to shoot down back-to-back-to-back unidentified aerial objects flying
into North America’s airspace. What are the odds that prior to last weekend’s big balloon, the US never
shot down any unidentified spacecraft flying over the US since the ETs’ spacecraft brought down
near Roswell, New Mexico way back in 1947?

But now it’s three days in a row that strange aerial objects have been shot down, one in Alaska, one in
Canada’s Yukon Territory and the latest on Sunday in Michigan over Lake Huron. While the White
House has just announced a new interagency team to deal with the sudden influx of “invading”
unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP), it and the Pentagon have been extremely vague and avoidantly
tightlipped withholding information and likely truth, which of course, by consequential design, fuels the
wild speculation of so-called “conspiracy theories.”. Many of us can’t help but conclude this all might be
just one continual psyops to avoid the reckoning that’s coming. Others warn of an approaching EMP
false flag blaming China or Russia.

After all, Seymour Hersh’s outing the US taking out Nord Stream pipelines to Germany and the
likelihood that the US just punished Turkey with its High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program
(HAARP) Directed Energy Weapon, to date killing over 35,000 innocent people, more crimes that
Washington is desperate to avoid having to pay the piper. Hiding this dark ugly truth from the world
about how the United States Government, now constantly caught criminally acting out as the world’s
rogue pariah nation, busily following its bloodline masters’ orders is sheer desperation to obscure and
ultimately cover up the pure Satanic evil behind the elites’ litany of nonstop, sordid, unthinkable crimes
against humanity and children. The gravity of this ugly truth can no longer be hidden, avoiding the fact
that they are waging genocide against the entire human race, now well in progress and reaching near
critical mass amongst even the so-called normies.
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This unraveling of Luciferian emperors stripped naked with no clothes appears to be escalating both
the frantic wag the dog, sleight of hand misdirection especially to evade the growing wrath gaining
traction now of all this public disclosure incriminating the guilty bloodline controllers responsible for the
vaccine holocaust and the world teetering on the edge of the nuclear Armageddon cliff. Rather than be
fully exposed, subsequently prosecuted and put to death for their unending crime spree, the ruling
elites are attempting to frantically escape karmic justice by killing 90 to 95% of us first. We’re amidst a
countdown of the ages in this endgame apocalyptic war between good versus evil, God versus Lucifer,
truth versus deception, life versus death. We the People shall prevail as the truth has our known
enemies on the run, despite the in-our-face Satanic rituals recently on display at the Grammys and
Super Bowl. The tide appears to be turning, with the Swiss Attorney General about to prosecute sitting
Switzerland President Alain Berset and the Thai royal family as head of state now going after Pfizer for
putting the princess in a coma. The Rothschild-Rockefeller-royal black nobility bloodlines of Europe
know their jig is up and that their millennia reign of terror over humanity is finally coming to an end.

Let’s take a hard look at the Lucifer’s latest crime. The catastrophic earthquakes in Turkey began
striking at 4:17AM on Monday January 6th in southeastern Turkey, first the powerful 7.8 earthquake
along a 62-mile active front involving both Anatolian North and South Faultline branches that stretch
south to the war ravaged northern Syrian city of Aleppo. The violent shaking completely leveled
countless buildings and according to the UN emergency relief chief, the death toll is expected to
surpass 56,000 people in the region. Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan called it the “disaster
of the century, affecting 13.5 million people.” Strong aftershocks minutes and hours later hit measuring
6.7 and 7.5 respectively, with the larger aftershock quake located 80 miles north of the first 7.8
epicenter, in all bringing down many thousands of already weakened, heavily damaged buildings along
with every day more death victims helplessly trapped under a widespread swath of rubble and debris.

Nations like China and international organizations like the Red Cross urged the US to forego its
economic sanctions against Syria that pose bureaucratic barriers to providing swift humanitarian aid to
the Syrian people suffering from the US created war for nearly a decade. On top of US’s unfair
sanctions and nine years of war, devastating the Syrian people, the US criminally continues stealing 
over 80% of Syria’s oil.

Cameras just moments prior and during the 7.8 earthquake caught flashes of strange blue lit skies that
on Tuesday February 7th’s International Business Times presents as plausible evidence that the quake
may have been caused by the infamous HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program)
weapon, linked directly to weather warfare as one of a number of direct energy weapons (DEW).
Neuro-weapons, sonic weapons, electromagnetic (or EMF) weapons and the Electromagnetic Pulse or
EMP weapons (the possible dry run of China’s spy balloon) are all various types of DEW weapons and
virtually all tightly remain top secret technologies, withheld from public knowledge largely for demonic
purposes. A quick assessment of how Turkey’s NATO membership is fading fast as relations with the
US and West this last year have become increasingly strained, with the Islamic nation growing far
closer to Russia, acting as an arbiter-dealmaker enabling Ukraine grain export shipments through
cooperation with Putin.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s Sweden-Finland NATO “holdup” is based on what Erdogan
calls the Nordic nations’ laxity in dealing with Kurdish terrorists that use their countries as a safe haven,
specifically their refusal to “extradite terrorists.” Turkey’s major obstruction blocking NATO expansion
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caused by NATO’s only Muslim nation is definitely pissing off the US/NATO/EU and entire Western
bloc. Also, Turkey, like Iran, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Algeria are among the growing number of Islamic
nations applying for fast track membership to US enemies Russia and China’s multipolar BRICS
economic alliance, moving to establish their own currency based on the gold standard, defiantly
rejecting the dying US dollar as the international reserve currency.

Is it pure coincidence that Bill Gates’ msn.com ran the headline “Turkey is still holding up Sweden,
Finland’s NATO membership” the day before the 7.8 Turkey earthquake with its blue flashed anomaly?
Incisive journalist Peter Koenig’s Global Research entry dated February 9th lists 15 geopolitical
reasons why the US Empire of Lies holds an axe to grind against estranged NATO member Turkey.
The Ankara government decision to close off access to the Black Sea via the Bosphorus and
Dardanelles Straits even to US Navy warships once the Russian incursion in Ukraine began in
February 2022 was yet another bitter pill for the self-entitled US hegemony to have to swallow. Yet
another anomaly – the embassies in Turkey led by the United States over a supposed “terror threat”
alerted the following Western allies to close the week prior on January 27th, 2023 – the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Sweden, Great Britain, Germany, Belgium, France and Italy. Plus, going back a couple
decades, the presence of the American warship the USS Nitze anchored near Istanbul off the coast of
the Sea of Marmara and then the 7.4 earthquake the following day on August 17, 1999, drew previous
suspicions that US lit the HAARP fuse against Turkey. All these cumulative anomalies and recent
building resentments offer the US both the most motive and most means for the Deep State cabal to
implicitly want to punish Turkey and longtime adversary Syria (also allied with Russia and China) with
this latest application of Directed Energy Weapon microwave technology.

The spiteful, vengeful, sinking ship of unipolar US has historically possessed a notoriously long track
record of brutally punishing nations perceived to boldly defy the US Empire through enacting regime
change, assassination and/or invasion against targeted nations. In recent years, the US has
increasingly resorted to other far more subtle, hidden covert technological means to punish nations for
perceived bad behavior through deploying Directed Energy Weapons such as the HAARP that creates
unnatural disasters that can remain undetectable, yet still send the clear implicit message to its
recipient victims.

It appears the DC neocon crazies could be at it once again, committing desperate evil acts that this
time may not so easily be swept under the rug to go unnoticed. After being caught on a number of
occasions in the past utilizing this highly covert, controversial, potently destructive military technology,
there is growing suspicion and unexplained anomalies presently emerging that strongly suggest last
week’s devastating tremors in Turkey and Syria are likely HAARP at work yet again. With the definitive
truth about the Nord Steam pipeline thanks to legendary journalist Seymour Hersh now out of the bag
proving the US engaged in a terrorist act of war against its longtime Western ally Germany, the truth
appears to also be surfacing about this latest US lowdown human catastrophe perpetrated by the
diabolical hand responsible for the bioweapon jab killing millions worldwide. Genocide is a crime
against humanity, and so is cowardly hiding behind the hard to detect cover of unnatural disasters
killing innocent Turkish and Syrian victims as another geopolitics Weapon of Mass Destruction. The
ultimate truth is already emerging and those guilty will eventually pay.

Lending more credence to the plausibility of a US HAARP attack on Turkey is a brief historical review
of this microwave weapons technology used in the past. The secret HAARP transmitter located near
Gakona, Alaska was first brought to public attention in a popular controversial 1995 book entitled 
Angels Don’t Play This HAARP: Advances in Tesla Technology
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 written by Nick Begich II. For years HAARP was regarded as a likely one of a kind, high powered
facility under guarded military top secret orders, but in 2015 it officially became a research center for
the University of Alaska at Fairbanks, doubling as PR museum, attempting to shed its up-to-no-good
skin passing itself off as merely a benign radio science research facility. From a Lew Rockwell article I
wrote back in September of that same year 2015 entitled “The New Warfare of Unnatural Disasters:
Death by Earthquakes, Tsunamis and Volcanoes”:

Back in 1958 the US military announced early success with weather modification by emitting strong 
electromagnetic beams into the atmosphere to heat up the ionosphere (the outermost layer of our 
atmosphere extending from 30 to 600 miles above the earth) as a precursor to the infamous HAARP
 in Alaska and now spread elsewhere as well.

Today apparently a whole bunch of these military warfare weapons are strewn around the planet in
Norway, Russia, Puerto Rico as well as mobile floating HAARPs used anywhere on earth to, at will,
generate incredible amounts of heat into our uppermost atmospheric layer, then diabolically ricochet it
back to earth surface as an ultra-potent globalist weapon, largely undetectable to create horrific
disasters that are then deceitfully mislabeled as effects of the climate change Trojan horse.

Global Research editor, scholar and author Michel Chossudovsky has written extensively on this
dangerous military weapons technology, also asserting:

HAARP has the capability of triggering floods, hurricane, droughts and earthquakes.

From Michel’s September 2004 article titled “The Ultimate Weapon of Mass Destruction: ‘Owning the
Weather’ for Military Use”:

An analysis of statements emanating from the Air Force points to the unthinkable: the covert 
manipulation of weather patterns, communications and electric power systems as a weapon of global 
warfare.

Thus, one can easily see how Turkey’s most devastating earthquake in over a century on Monday
didn’t take long for the ravages of HAARP warfare to surface, questioning the likelihood that this so-
called natural disaster wasn’t a natural act of God at all, but yet another unnatural Luciferian disaster
perpetrated by the Khazarian mafia controlled Deep State cabal.

After all, a preponderance of evidence exists indicating that the 7.0 2010 Haiti earthquake whose 13th

 anniversary was January 12th, was manmade along with Japan’s March 11th, 2011 Fukushima
earthquake, among others, both the diabolical result of the HAARP weapon system’s refracted direct
energy, highly ionized from the ionosphere as harnessed super-intensified heat beams targeting
specific highly vulnerable faultlines on earth to cause such powerful earthquakes. These two likely
manmade disasters resulted in massive loss of life and habitat – 300,000 Haitians dead in the poorest
nation on earth’s Western Hemisphere. Recall that US Secretary of State Hillary sent Bill down to Haiti
to handle the humanitarian relief under their Clinton Foundation and like bandits, made off with $2 
billion richer stealing from the most needy population on earth in 2010. F. William Engdahl exposed the
vultures eyeing Haiti’s enriched oil deposits when the earthquake occurred. The plot thickens when
soon after the quake the Clintons rescued Laura Silsby when she was caught red-handed attempting
to traffic young Haitian children out of the country shortly after the big earthquake. The Clinton 
pedophiles are in deep with the Rothschilds as well as the Israeli Epstein-Maxwell trafficking operation,
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and also linked to both the Pizzagate and NXIVM child sex scandals as the Rothschilds are the
Clintons’ puppet master overlords.

A year after Haiti comes the mammoth 9.1 magnitude undersea earthquake-turned-tsunami 45 miles
east off the Japanese coastline, resulting in 80 strong 6 or higher aftershocks including 7.4, 7.9 and 7.7
earthquakes also on March 11th. These manmade earthquakes created the tsunami that violently
ruptured Japan’s largest nuclear power plant, causing such profound damage and leakage of its
coolant containers that to this very day, it’s still polluting radioactivity into the Pacific Ocean a dozen
years later. All of this is all the operationalized hand of the Khazarian mafia at work.

When one considers the latest powerful earthquakes in Turkey in the larger context that the human
race is currently undergoing a genocide of engineered mega-crises deliberately caused by the same
global elites, manifesting as today’s unprecedented latest human life tragedies on the Deep State’s
geopolitical chessboard, it diabolically runs the full gamut of never before seen malevolence on this
earth spanning our recorded 5 or 6,000-year history. The rush to Armageddon in Ukraine is also a race
to cover up the bloodlines’ lost trillions in their “devils’ playground.” All of this madness makes perfect
sense that this pedo-infested cabal is now reeling from overexposure and recklessly imploding. Though
the beast is viciously lashing out trying to bring down all of humanity prior to its own end, it will not
succeed.
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